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1. Bundles

Fiber bundles. We begin with the basic definition.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let M and F be manifolds. A fiber bundle over M with
fiber F is a manifold E (its total space) and a smooth map π : E → M

whose fibers Ep := π−1(p) are diffeomorphic to F. More precisely, we can
cover M by open subsets U ⊂ M such that EU := π−1U admits a map
ρ : EU := π−1U→ Fwith the property that the map ρ̃ = (ρ, πU) : EU → F×U
is a diffeomorphism. Such a pair (U, ρ) is called a local trivialization of the
bundle and a collection of local trivializations A = (Uα, ρα)α covering M
(the existence of which is postulated here) is called an atlas for the bundle.
We often suppress π in the notation and write: E/M is a fiber bundle.

Strictly speaking there is no need to mention F here because we could
let it be any fiber of π.

EXAMPLE 1.2. If π : E → M is a proper submersion between manifolds
with M is connected, then according to the Ehresmann fibration theorem
E→M has the structure of a fiber bundle (for F any fiber π−1(p) will do).

EXAMPLE 1.3. If F has the discrete topology, we recover the notion of a
covering.

Given two local trivializations (U, ρ) and (U ′, ρ ′) of the bundle E/M,
then the diffeomorphism ρ̃ ′ρ̃−1 : F× (U ∩U ′)→ F× (U ∩U ′) has the form
(f, p) 7→ (hp(f), p), with hp a diffeomorphism of F onto itself that depends
differentiably on p in the sense that (f, p) 7→ hp(f) is differentiable. The
resulting map h : U∩U ′ → Diff(F) is sometimes referred to as the transition
function between the two trivializations.

There is a pull-back construction for fiber bundles. Suppose E/M is a
fiber bundle and f : N → M is a map between manifolds. Then the fiber
product {(e, q) ∈ E × N : e ∈ Ef(q)} is a submanifold of E × N and the
projection on the last component makes it a fiber bundle (denoted f∗E/N).
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G-structure on a fiber bundle. Suppose G is a Lie group of diffeomor-
phisms of F.

DEFINITION 1.4. A bundle atlas for E/M is called a G-atlas if its transi-
tion functions take values in G. A G-structure on E/M is given by a G-atlas
with the understanding that two G-atlases define the same such structure
if their union is a G-atlas (this is indeed an equivalence relation and so it
readily follows that a G-structure amounts to giving a maximal G-atlas).

EXERCISE 1. Prove that a bundle is trivial if and only if we can give it a
{1F}-structure.

EXERCISE 2. Let E/M be a fiber bundle with fiber F and let (Uα, ρα)α be
an atlas for E/M. Prove that the transition functions hβα : Uα∩Uβ → Diff(F)
satisfy the following (socalled cocycle) relations (i) hαα(p) = 1F for all p ∈
Uα and (ii) hγβ(p)h

β
α(p) = h

γ
α(p) for all p ∈ Uα ∩ Uβ ∩ Uγ. (So if we put

γ = α, then it follows that hαβ(p) = h
β
α(p)−1 for all p ∈ Uα ∩Uβ.)

Prove also a converse: show that is we are given an covering (Uα)α of
M and for every ordered pair (α,β) in the index set a map hβα : Uα ∩Uβ →
Diff(F) satisfying the cocycle relations determines in a canonical fashion a
fiber bundle overM with fiber F that comes with an atlas (Uα, ρα) for which
the hβα are the transition functions.

EXAMPLES 1.5. (i) If F = Rr and G = GL(R, r), then we recover the
notion of a real vector bundle of rank r (over M).

(ii) If we let F = Rr, but take for G is a Lie subgroup of GL(R, r), then
we get a vector bundle with extra structure. For instance, if G = O(r),
then we get what is called an orthogonal vector bundle, i.e., a vector bundle
endowed an inner product in every fiber which depends differentiably on
the base point. For G = GL+(R, r), the linear transformations with positive
determinant, we get the notion of an oriented vector bundle: every is oriented
as a vector space and this is locally constant on M. Or if r is even, r = 2s,
then G = GL(C, s) ⊂ GL(R, r) yields the notion of a complex vector bundle.

(iii) If F = {1, 2, . . . , n} and G is the full permutation group of F, then we
get the notion of a covering map of degree n. If G is only the cyclic group
generated by the permutation (12 . . . n), then we get the notion of a cyclic
covering of degree n.

If H is a subgroup of G, then clearly a fiber bundle E/M on which we
manage to find a H-structure automatically has a G-structure, called, not
surprisingly, the G-structure induced by H. If the bundle E/M came already
equipped with a G-structure, and the G-structure induced by H equals the
given one, then one says that the given G-structure on E/M has been reduced
to H.

So in Example (ii) above, the extra structure on the bundle is expressed
by a reduction of a GL(R, r)-structure to a subgroup of GL(R, r).
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REMARK 1.6. It is convenient to extend the notion of a G-structure by
allowing G to be a Lie group that just acts differentiably (but not necessarily
faithfully) on F. Then there is no longer for every ordered pair (α,β) (taken
from the index set of the atlas) a naturally defined transition function Uα ∩
Uβ → G (only Uα ∩ Uβ → Diff(F) is well-defined), and so in that case we
simply assume that every transition function Uα ∩ Uβ → Diff(F) has been
lifted to a function hβα : Uα ∩ Uβ → G so that (h

β
α)α,β obeys the cocycle

relations.
(This extension allows for instance the notion of a spin structure on a

given orthogonal bundle.)

We note that if E/M has a G-structure, then so its pull-back f∗E/N along
any map f : N→M between manifolds.

Principal bundles. The following type of fiber bundle will be especially
important here. Let us first observe that if G is a Lie group, then G acts
on itself on from the left by left (resp. from the right by right) translations:
g ∈ G induces Lg : g ′ ∈ G 7→ gg ′ ∈ G and Rg : g ′ ∈ G 7→ g ′g.

DEFINITION 1.7. Let G be a Lie group. A G-principal bundle over M is a
fiber bundle P → M with fiber G and with a G-structure, where G acts on
itself from the left by the left translations.

EXAMPLE 1.8. In case G is discrete, we recover the notion of a Galois
covering.

Before we get into the next example, we need to discuss the frame man-
ifold of a vector space. If V is a real vector space of dimension r, then to give
an isomorphism f : Rr ∼= V is the same thing as to give an ordered basis of
V (namely the image under f of the standard basis of Rr). So the set Fr(V)
of such isomorphisms can be regarded as an open subset of Vr. We call it
the frame manifold of V. The group GL(V) acts (from the left) on Fr(V) by
composition: g ∈ GL(V) sends f ∈ Fr(V) to gf ∈ Fr(V). This action is simply
transitive: for any pair f, f ′ ∈ Fr(V) there is unique g ∈ GL(V) with f ′ = gf.
Similarly, there is a right action of GL(R, r) on Fr(V) by letting σ ∈ GL(R, r)
send f to fσ. This action is also simply transitive.

If V has extra structure, then there are usually variants of the frame
manifold that take that structure into account. For instance, if V is ori-
ented, then we stick to oriented frames (with the role of GL(R, r) replaced
by GL+(R, r)), if V comes with an inner product, then we stick to orthonor-
mal frames (with GL(R, r) replaced by O(r)), if V has a complex structure
(and r = 2s), then we stick to frames f : Rr = Cs → V that are complex
linear (with GL(R, r) replaced by GL(C, s)), etcetera.

EXAMPLE 1.9. Now let E/M be a real vector bundle of rank r. Let
Fr(E/M) be the set of linear isomorphisms of Rr onto a fiber of π. This
is also the set of r-tuples (e1, . . . , er) ∈ Er that lie in the same fiber: π(e1) =
· · · = π(er) and make up a basis of that fiber. This is a submanifold of Er
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and the evident projection Fr(E/M)→M is such that the fiber over p is the
frame manifold of Ep. We verify that Fr(E/M) is a GL(R, r)-principal bundle
over M. A local trivilization (U, ρ) of E/M determines a local trivialization

(U, ρFr : Fr(EU/U)→ GL(r,R)) with ρFr(f) = ρf ∈ GL(r,R).

If h : U ∩ U ′ → GL(r,R) is the transition function attached to the pair of
local trivializations (U, ρ), (U ′, ρ ′), then ρ ′p = hpρp for all p ∈ U ∩ U ′. So
for f ∈ Fr(Ep) we have ρ ′pf = hpρpf, which shows that the corresponding
transition function for (U, ρFr), (U ′, ρ ′Fr) is left (pointwise) multiplication by
h. Thus Fr(E/M) becomes a fiber bundle with fiber GL(R, r) and structural
group GL(r,R) (acting on itself by left translation). Notice that the group
GL(r,R) acts from the right on Fr(E/M) by composition.

If in the above example E/M is oriented, orthogonal, complex, . . . , then
it is natural to stick to frames that take that structure into account. The role
of GL(r,R) is then taken by GL+(r,R), O(r), GL(s,C), . . . . In all these cases
the group in question acts from the right on the corresponding frame bundle
by composition. This is a general feature of principal bundles:

PROPOSITION 1.10. A principal G-bundle P/M comes naturally with a
right G-action which acts simply transitively on the fibers.

PROOF. If P/M is a principal G-bundle, then for any local trivialization
(U, ρ : PU → G) we use the right action of G on itself (by right translation)
to transfer that to a right action of G on PU. This is independent of the local
trivialization, for if (U ′, ρ : PU ′ → G) is another, then for any p ∈ U ∩ U ′,
the transition ρ̃ ′pρ̃

−1
p : G → G is given by left multiplication by hp ∈ G and

hence commutes with the right translations in G. �

EXERCISE 3. Prove that conversely, a fiber bundle which comes with a
right action of the Lie group G that is simply transitive on the fibers has the
structure of a G-principal bundle.

EXERCISE 4. Let P/M be a G-principal bundle and let H ⊂ G be a closed
subgroup. It is known that such a subgroup is a Lie subgroup and that the
coset space G/H has the structure of a manifold on which G acts (transi-
tively from the left). Let PH denote the H-orbit space of P relative to the
right H-action. Prove that P/PH is a H-principal bundle and that PH/M is a
fiber bundle with G-structure with fiber the G-manifold G/H.

Associated bundles. Principal bundles provide the most general tool
to produce new vector bundles (with perhaps extra structure) out of old.
It goes like this. If P/M is a principal G-bundle and r : G → GL(V) is
a finite dimensional representation of G, then consider the product P × V
with the (left) action of G defined by g.(e, v) := (e.g−1, r(g)v). Then the
orbit space of that action produces a vector bundle overM, which we denote
by r(P/M) (the total space is often denoted P ×G V). To see this is a vector
bundle indeed, observe that a local trivialization (U, ρ : PU → G identifies
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PU with G×U in such a manner that the right G-action on PU corresponds
with the right G-action on the first factor of G × U. In this last case the
construction simply replaces the first factor by V: the map G×U×V → V×
U, (g, p, v) 7→ (gv, p) identifies the G-orbit space of G×U×V (where g1 ∈ G
sends (g, p, v) to (gg−1

1 , p, g1v)) with V × U, the inverse being represented
by (p, v) 7→ (1G, p, v). This is called the vector bundle associated to the
representation.

EXAMPLES 1.11. Let E/M be a real vector bundle of rank r. We have
seen that we have then an associated principal GL(r,R)-bundle Fr(E/M)/M.
The above construction produces for every finite dimensional representa-
tion of GL(r,R) a new vector bundle. For familiar representations, we get
the expected result. For instance, the dual representation A ∈ GL(r,R) 7→
(A∗)−1 ∈ GL((Rr)∗) yields the dual vector bundle E∗/M, A ∈ GL(r,R) 7→
∧kA ∈ GL(∧kRr) yields ∧kE/M, A ∈ GL(r,R) 7→ SymkA ∈ GL(SymkRr)
yields Symk E/M etc.

Properties of the representation are usually reflected by properties of the
vector bundle. For instance, if the representation is orthogonal or complex,
then so is the associated vector bundle.

Adjoint bundle. A very special (and important) case is provided by the
adjoint representation of G. This is the action of G on its Lie algebra g
defined by the derivative of the conjugation map: if g ∈ G, then conjugation
by g, u ∈ G 7→ gug−1 ∈ G, is an automorphism of G as a Lie group; it leaves
1G ∈ G fixed and if we identify g with T1G

G, then the derivative of this map
in 1G is denoted Adg : g → g. That map will be a Lie automorphism:
it is a linear isomorphism satisfying Adg([X, Y]) = [Adg(X),Adg(Y)] for all
X, Y ∈ g. Since we clearly have Adgg ′ = Adg Adg ′ , we thus obtained a group
homomorphism Ad : G → GL(g) that actually takes values in Aut(g). It is
called the adjoint representation of G. The associated bundle Ad(P/M) is a
bundle of Lie algebra’s, called the adjoint bundle of P/M.

EXERCISE 5. Let E/M be a (real) vector bundle. Prove that the adjoint
bundle of Fr(E/M)/M can be identified with the bundle of endomorphisms
of E/M, End(E/M)/M = Hom(E/M,E/M)/M, with its obvious Lie bracket.

REMARK 1.12. Example 1.9 can be generalized as follows. Let E/M be a
fiber bundle with fiber F and G-structure. We suppose that G acts faithfully
on F. Denote by Fr(E/M) the space of maps F → E that are restrictions of
trivializations that come from the G-atlas: if (U, ρ) is in the G-atlas, then
for p ∈ U, the inverse of ρp : Ep → F defines an element of Fr(E/M).
Then Fr(E/M) is a G-principal bundle. Moreover, we can recover E/M from
Fr(E/M) and theG-manifold F, with EM being the orbit space of Fr(E/M)×F
by the G-action g.(f, φ) = (f.g−1, g.φ). (An orbit space arising this way is
usually denoted Fr(E/M)×G F.)
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EXERCISE 6. Prove that a principal G-bundle P/M is trivial if and only if
it admits a section.

Tangent space along the fibers. Let π : E → M be a fiber bundle. If
p ∈M and e ∈ Ep, then TeEp is a subspace of TpE that is also the kernel of
the derivativeDeπ and the latter identifies the quotient space TeE/TeEp with
TpM. More globally, the tangent spaces TeEp define a vector subbundle of
the tangent bundle of E, denoted here by T(E/M), and the quotient bundle
can be identified with the pull-back π∗TM. In other words, we have an exact
sequence

0→ T(E/M)→ TE
Dπ−−−−→ π∗TM→ 0.

The case of a G-principal bundle is of special interest. Before we go into
that, let us first recall that the Lie algebra g of G is by definition the space of
vector fields onG that are invariant under left translation. We can (and will)
identify this space with the tangent space of G at 1G because any tangent
vector X ∈ T1G

G determines such a vector field (its value in g ∈ G will then
be Lg∗(X)). This space of vector fields is closed under the bracket operation
and it is this property that makes g a Lie algebra. It is also invariant under
right translations by G; if X ∈ g and g ∈ G, then Rg∗(X) is the left invariant
vector field that takes in 1G the value Lg−1∗Rg∗(X) and so right translation
by g ∈ G acts on g as Ad(g−1).

Let now π : P → M be a G-principal bundle. If p ∈ M and e ∈ Pp,
then the map G → Pp, g ∈ G 7→ e.g ∈ Pp is a diffeomorphism and so its
derivative at 1G defines an isomorphism ie : g ∼= TePp. If we let e vary over
all of P, we thus obtain a vector bundle isomorphism i : P × g ∼= T(P/M)
over P. Then the right action of g ∈ G on Pe takes TePp to Te.gPp, but its
composition with ie is in general not equal to ie.g: one easily checks that
i−1e.gRg∗ie : g → g is given by the right action of g in g and so equal to
Ad(g−1). In other words,

Rg∗ie(X) = ie.g Ad(g−1)(X).

We can also state this follows: a (right) G-invariant vector field on the fiber
Pp is given by a pair (e, X) ∈ Pp × g) and another pair (e ′, X ′) ∈ Pp × g
defines the same right invariant vector field on Pp precisely when there is
a g ∈ G such that p ′ = p.g and X ′ = Ad(g−1)(X). This means that we
identified the vector space Pe×G g with the vector space of right G-invariant
vector fields on Pe. By letting p vary over M, we deduce:

COROLLARY 1.13. The right G-invariant vector fields on P define a vector
bundle on M (an element of the fiber over p ∈M is a G-invariant vector field
on Pp) which may be identified with the adjoint bundle Ad(P).

REMARK 1.14. If r : G → GL(V) is a representation, then its derivative
at 1G defines a Lie algebra homomorphism g → gl(V), denoted dr. If we
let g ∈ G act on gl(V) by conjugation by r(g), then dr is also G-equivariant.
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Moreover the associated bundle P×G gl(V) can be identified with the endo-
morphism bundle of r(P), End r(P). So if we apply P×G to dr, we obtain a
bundle map Ad(P) → End r(P) of Lie algebras. Another way of saying this
is that Ad(P) acts infinitesimally on r(P).

2. Connections and curvature

A connection on a fiber bundle should be thought of as a trivialization of
the total space given up to first order. This need not extend to a trivialization
up to second order, the obstruction against doing so being the curvature of
the connection. But we will see that there are locally no higher order issues:
if that obstruction vanishes (in which case we say that the connection flat),
the connection yields canonical local trivializations.

Connections on fiber bundles. If T is a finite dimensional vector space
and T0 ⊂ T is subspace, then consider the collection S(T, T0) of subspaces
S ⊂ T that are supplementary to T0 in T (so that T = T0 ⊕ S). We can
think of these as the space of linear sections of the projection T → T/T0.
Since any two such sections differ by a linear map with domain T/T0 that
takes values in T0, we see that S(T, T0) is in a natural manner an affine space
over Hom(T/T0, T0) (which means that the vector group Hom(T/T0, T0) acts
in a natural manner simply transitively on S(T, T0)). We may also think of
S(T, T0) as the space of linear retractions T → T0 (why?).

We encounter this in the following situation. Let π : E → M be a fiber
bundle. If e ∈ Ep, then we have the subspace TeEπ(e) of TeE. We sometimes
want to have chosen a supplement of TeEπ(e) in TeE for all e:

DEFINITION 2.1. Let π : E → M be a fiber bundle. Then a transversal
distribution ∇ on E/M is the choice of a vector subbundle T(E/M)∇ of TE
that is supplementary to T(E/M) (so that Dπ : T(E/M)∇ → π∗TM is an
isomorphism). The transversal distribution is called a connection if it is in-
tegrable over arcs, a property which we explain below (and which is always
satisfied in practice).

As noted above, such a transversal distribution ∇ can also be given as
a linear retraction π∇ : TE → T(E/M). These distributions make up an
affine space over the linear space Hom(π∗TM, T(E/M)) (which is in general
infinite dimensional). The latter linear space can also be thought of as the
space of linear maps from TM to the linear space of vector fields on E along
the fibers of π.

In order to explain the integrability along arcs in the preceding defini-
tion, suppose first that E is a fiber bundle over an open interval I ⊂ R and
endowed with a transversal distribution ∇ as above. Then the integrability
condition amounts to the existence of a trivialization E ∼= I× F which maps
the transversal distribution onto the (rank one) subbundle of the tangent
bundle defined by the second component. This is more precisely stated as
follows. First notice that the standard unit vector field d

dt on I uniquely lifts
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to a vector field X on E that lies in the subbundle defined by the distribution.
Then we require that X is maximally integrable: for every c ∈ I and e ∈ Ec
there is an arc γe : I → E such that γe(c) = e, γ̇e(t) = Xγ(t) and with γe(t)
depending differentiably on the pair (e, t)1. Then

˙(πγe)(t) = Dπγe(t)γ̇e(t) = Dπγe(t)(Xγ(t)) =
d

dt

∣∣∣
πγe(t)

,

and since πγe(c) = c it follows that πγe(t) = t. So if we fix c, then (t, e) ∈
I × Ec 7→ γe(t) ∈ E is a trivialization which indeed maps the transversal
distribution to the subbundle of the tangent bundle of I × Ec defined by
the second component. Hence the connection then produces a canonical
trivialization of E/I (if we were to insist on specifying a canonical fiber, then
this would be the space of flow lines of X). This is a property that is local on
I: it holds if does so for a neighborhood of any c in I.

Observe that the integrability condition always holds in case the fiber of
E/I is compact.

Returning to the general case, we first note that if the bundle E/M comes
with a transversal distribution∇, then so does every pull-back: if f : N→M

is a map of manifolds, then take for T(f∗E/N)∇ the preimage of T(E/M)∇

under the differential of the first component map f∗E→ E.

The integrability condition along arcs is that we have the integrability
property of the transversal distribution on the pull-back of E/M along any
map from an interval to M.

Notice that this is property is local on M: it holds if it holds for the
restrictions of EM/M to the members of an open covering of M.

If γ : [a, a ′]→M is an arc from p = γ(a) to p ′ = γ(a ′), then by applying
the preceding to the fiber bundle γ∗E/[a, a ′], we obtain a natural trivializa-
tion of the latter, in particular, we find a diffeomorphism hγ : Ep → Ep ′ .
This diffeomorphism is called the holonomy of ∇ along γ. It is elementary
to check that this does not change under reparameterization of γ (the flow
lines stay the same) and that we even may take γ to be only piecewise dif-
ferentiable (but still continuous), rather than differentiable. It then follows
that this holonomy behaves well under composition of arcs: if γ ′ is an arc
in M from p ′ to p ′′ (so that γ ′γ is an arc from p to p ′′; we here use the
categorical convention for composition of paths), then hγ ′γ = hγ ′hγ.

Given p ∈ M, then the holonomies along arcs from p to p produce a
group of diffeomorphisms of F, called the holonomy group of (E/M,∇) at p.

1For every c ∈ I and e ∈ Ec, X is always integrable on a product neighborhood Ie ×Ue

of (c, e) in I × E (a flow box for X). The issue here is that for a given c ∈ I, we want a flow
box of the form Ic × EJc for certain neighborhoods Ic, Jc of c.
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G-Connections. In this subsection, we assume E/M is a fiber bundle
with G-structure. We want a notion of G-connection on such a bundle that
takes this G-structure into account.

Let us first consider the case of trivial bundle F × U → U. Then a
transversal distribution must be the graph of a linear map π∗UTU → π∗FTF.
For every pair (φ, p) ∈ F× U we are then given a linear map Aφ,p : TpU →
TφF. This can also be thought of as a linear map from TU to the linear
space of vector fields on F: assign to v ∈ TU the vector field Av : φ 7→
Aφ,p(v) on F. Now the G-action on F is in its infinitesimal form a Lie algebra
homomorphism from the Lie algebra g of G to the Lie algebra of vector
fields on F. It follows that a linear map TU → g determines a linear map a
linear map from TU to the space of vector fields on F and hence a transversal
distribution on F×U/U.

This suggests we focus our attention on principal G-bundles.

DEFINITION 2.2. Let P/M be a principal G-bundle. A transversal distri-
bution ∇ on this bundle is called a G-connection if it is invariant under the
right action of G: if p ∈ M and e ∈ Pp, then g ∈ G takes the supplement
TeP
∇ of TePp in TeP to the supplement Te.gP∇ of Te.gPp in Te.gP

We did not insist on any local integrability condition for the following
reason:

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let P/M be a principal G-bundle P/M that is endowed
with a G-connection ∇. Then ∇ is a connection indeed and its holonomies
are equivariant for the right G-action. If r : G → GL(V) is a representation,
then the associated fiber bundle ρ(P)/M inherits a connection from ∇. This
connection is linear.

PROOF. Let us first consider the case where M is an interval I. Now a
G-connection defines a vector field X on P which lifts the unit vector field
d
dt on I and that is also invariant under the right action of G on P. For a ∈ I
and e ∈ Pa we can integrate X locally on a neighborhood of e. This defines a
local flow (t, e ′) ∈ Ia×Ue 7→ γe ′(t) ∈ P with Ia an open interval containing
a, Ue a neighborhood of e in P and γe ′(a) = e ′. Since X is right invariant,
this automatically extends to Ia ×Ue.G. But Ue.G is of the form PJa , where
Ja is another neighborhood of a in I. Since a local flow is unique, these local
flows patch together to one defined on I× P. In particular, we get a natural
trivialization (t, e) ∈ I× Pa → γe(t) ∈ P (we have γe(a) = e for all e ∈ Pa).
This yields the desired integrability condition. Notice that this trivialization
is equivariant for the right G-action (acting on I×Pa via the second factor).
So for a, a ′ ∈ I, we get an isomorphism h : Pa → Pa ′ with h(e).g = h(e.g).
This proves the first assertion.

For the second part we continue with the situation above, where M = I.
The G-equivariant natural trivialization I× Pa ∼= P induces an isomorphism
I×(Pa×GV) ∼= P×GV. We can identify the left hand side with I×r(P)a and
the right hand side with r(P). So we have a trivialization of r(P). This is a
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trivialization as a vector bundle: if a ′ ∈ I, and h : Pa → Pa ′ is as above, then
choose e ∈ Pa and e ′ ∈ Pa ′ . Then the map je : v ∈ V → [(e, v)] ∈ Pa ×G V
which sends v to the image of (e, v) in Pa ×G V is an isomorphism of vector
spaces and likewise for je ′v ∈ V → [(e ′, v)] ∈ Pa ′ ×G V. If g ∈ G is such that
e ′ = h(e).g−1, then the composite map

V
je−−−−→
∼=

Pa ×G V
h−−−−→
∼=

Pa ′ ×G V
je ′←−−−−
∼=

V

is easily checked to be simply given by r(g). In particular, it is a linear map.
This tells us what the connection should be in case M is an interval: the

transversal distribution is the image of the transversal distribution in the
first factor of P×V under the the quotient map P×V → P×GV (in terms of
our trivialization P×GV ∼= I×r(P)a it maps to the tangent bundle of the first
factor). But this description also makes sense for a general base. Indeed,
one checks that for any (e, v) ∈ P×V the image of TeP∇× {0} ⊂ T(e,φ)(P×V)

under the derivative of P × V → P ×G V is injective and that its image is a
subspace of T[(e,v)]P ×G F only depends on [(e, v)] ∈ P ×G V, that this image
supplements the tangent space to the fiber of r(P) at [(e, v)] and that the
collection of these define a connection on r(P). �

REMARK 2.4. If ∇ and ∇ ′ are G-connections on the G-principal bundle
π : P → M, then their difference is given by a homomorphism of vector
bundles π∗TM → T(P/M). If we bear in mind that according to Corollary
1.13, T(P/M) = π∗ Ad(P), then we see that this amounts to a linear map
π∗TM → π∗ Ad(P). But since ∇ and ∇ ′ are G-invariant, this map must
be G-invariant as well. This implies that it comes from a linear map TM →
Ad(P), or what amounts to the same, an Ad(P)-valued differential onM. We
conclude that the G-connections on the G-principal bundle π : P → M form
an affine space on the linear space E1M(Ad(P)) of Ad(P)-valued differentials on
M.

Connection forms. This type of argument also enables us the describe a
G-connection∇ in terms of a local trivialization. Suppose p ∈ U 7→ s(p) ∈ P
is a local section of P/M over the open subsetU ⊂M. Then for every p ∈ U,
consider

Ap : TpM
Dps−−−−→ Ts(p)P

π∇
s(p)−−−−→ Ts(p)Pp

is(p)←−−−−
∼=

g.

If we let p vary over U we thus find a map A : TU → g linear on the fibers,
which we may regard as a g-valued differential A ∈ E1(U)⊗g. It completely
describes ∇ over U.

EXERCISE 7. Let s ′ be another section of P/M over U. So then there is
a map g : U → G such that s ′(p) = s(p).g(p). Then Dpg : TpU → Tg(p) can
be composed with Lg(p)−1∗ to define map Lg(p)−1∗Dpg : TpU → g (in other
words, we think of Dpg as taking values in the left invariant vector fields on
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G). We denote that map simply by g−1dg. Prove that the connection form
of ∇ relative to s ′ is given by

A ′ := Ad(g−1)(A) + g−1dg.

This also helps us to describe the connection that we get on the vec-
tor bundle r(P) associated to a finite dimensional representation. r : G →
GL(V). The local section s trivializes r(P) over U by means of the diffeomor-
phism

U× V (s,1V )−−−−→ PU × V → PU ×G V.
Let us use this trivialization to transfer the connection on r(P)U to one on
U×V/U. The latter must be given by the graph of a homomorphism π∗UTU→
V. We have π∗UTU = TU× V and the map TU× V → V comes in fact form a
linear map TU→ End(V). This linear map is simply the composite

TU
A−−−−→ g

r−−−−→ gl(V),

where r is also used for the derivative at 1G of r : G→ GL(V).

We could also have started with a real vector bundle E/M of rank r.
Then the frame bundle Fr(E/M) is a principal GL(r,R) and the tautological
representation r = 1 : GL(r,R)→ GL(r,R) gives us back E/M. A connection
on Fr(E/M) yields one on E/M, but we can now describe the latter more
directly (without going to the frame bundle first): It is transversal distribu-
tion ∇ on E/M which is mapped by any trivialization EU → U × Rr to the
graph of a linear map defined by some gl(r,R)-valued differential.

If E/M happens to have an inner product, a complex structure (perhaps
with a hermitian inner product), then we find associated frame bundles that
are principal for O(r), GL(s,C) (or U(s)) and hence corresponding connec-
tions are given in terms of appropriate trivializations by differentials that
take values in the Lie subalgebra of gl(r,R) of respectively antisymmeric
matrices o(r), the complex matrices gl(s,C), the antihermitian matrices u(s).

Connections as differential operator. The preceding description of a
connection on a vector bundle is still a bit unsatisfactory, since it becomes
only plain after local trivialization. A more convential (and often also more
useful) manner to give a connection on a vector bundle is to give it as first
order differential operator. It goes like this. Suppose E/M is a vector bundle
with connection ∇. If s is a section of E/M over the open subset U ⊂ M,
then for p ∈ U the composite

TpM
Dps−−−−→ Ts(p)E

π∇
s(p)−−−−→ Ts(p)Ep

∼= Ep,

is a linear and hence defines an element of T∗pM ⊗ Ep. So if we let p vary
over U, we find a E/M-valued differential on U that we denote (admittedly,
somewhat ambiguously) by ∇(s). In this manner ∇ becomes a prescription
that assigns to a section of E/M on U an E/M-valued differential on U.
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If we denote the E/M-valued k-forms on open subsets of M by EkM(E/M),
then we thus get a domain preserving map

∇ : E0M(E/M)→ E1M(E/M).

This map is compatible with restrictions to smaller domains and is R-linear.
But what makes it look like a first order differential operator is that it also
satisfies the Leibniz rule: if s ∈ E0(U,E/M) and f ∈ E0(U), then

∇(fs) = f∇(s) + df⊗ s.

EXERCISE 8. Verify this in terms of a trivialization.

If (e1, . . . , er) is a basis of sections of E/M over U, then we write ∇eρ =∑r
σ=1A

σ
ρ ⊗ eσ with Aσρ a differential on U. The matrix A = (Aσρ) of dif-

ferentials is precisely the connection form defined earlier. If E/M has an
inner product, then we should take the basis of sections orthonormal and a
connection that take this structure into account will have A antisymmetric.
Likewise for other cases.

REMARK 2.5. The connection we get from P/M on Ad(P) can be charac-
terized in these terms as follows. A section s of Ad(P) over an open subset
U defines a G-invariant vector field S on PU along the fibers of PU/U. If
X is a vector field on U, then the connection of P/M defines a lift X̃ of X
to PU. Then [X̃, S] is a lift the vector field [X, 0] = 0 and has tangent along
the fibers. It is also G-invariant and so it determines a section of Ad(PU/U).
This section is the covariant derivative ∇X(s).

Curvature of a connection. Let E/M be a fiber bundle with transversal
distribution ∇. If p ∈M and X, Y are vector fields one a neighborhood U of
p, then we have unique lifts X̃ and Ỹ of these vector fields in the subbundle
T(E/M)∇. Then [X̃, Ỹ] is a lift of [X, Y]. But so is [̃X, Y] and hence the differ-
ence R(X, Y) := [X̃, Ỹ] − [̃X, Y] is a vector field on π−1U that takes values in
T(E/M).

PROPOSITION-DEFINITION 2.6 (Curvature of ∇). The value of R(X, Y) in
e ∈ Ep only depends on the pair (Xp, Yp) in TpU. In fact, R defines a 2-form
on M with values in the (possibly infinite dimensional space) of vector fields
along the fibers of E/M. It is called the curvature of ∇.

PROOF. Let us begin to observe that X̃ is R-linear in X so that R(X, Y) is
R-bilinear. It is also clear that R is antisymmetric. We next show that R(X, Y)
bilinear over the (local) functions on M.

In the situation above, let f : U→ R. Then the lift of fX is π∗(f)X̃ and so

[f̃X, Ỹ] = [π∗(f)X̃, Ỹ] = π∗(f)[X̃, Ỹ] − Ỹ(π∗(f))X̃ = π∗(f)[X̃, Ỹ] − π∗(Y(f))X̃.

On the other hand,

[̃fX, Y] = f̃[X, Y] − Ỹ(f)X = π∗(f)[̃X, Y] − π∗(Y(f))X̃
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and so R(fX, Y) = π∗(f)R(X, Y). This implies formally that R(X, Y)(e) only
depends on Xp and Yp (where p = π(e)), for if we choose a local basis
of vector fields ∂1, . . . , ∂m (given by a chart, for instance), and we write
X =
∑m
i=1 f

i∂i, Y =
∑m
i=1 g

i∂i, then

R(X, Y) =

m∑
i,j=1

π∗(figj)R(∂i, ∂j),

which clearly shows that the value of R at any e ∈ Ep only depends on the
pair (Xp, Yp): R(Xp, Yp) defines a vector field on Ep. If we let Xp, Yp vary
over TpM we get an element Rp ∈ ∧2T∗pM ⊗ E(Ep, TEp), where E(Ep, TEp)
stands for the Lie algebra of vector fields on Ep. If we also vary p, we find
that R is a 2-form on M with values in the vector fields along the fibers of
E/M. �

We can say more in the case of a principal G-bundle.

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let P/M be a G-principal bundle P/M with G-connec-
tion and let r : G → GL(V) be a finite dimensional representation. Then R
becomes an element of E2(M,Ad(P)) and if the vector bundle r(P) is endowed
with its natural connection, then its curvature form is the image of R under the
map E2(M,Ad(P)) → E2(M,End r(P)) defined by the Lie bundle homomor-
phism Ad(P)→ End r(P) found in Remark 1.14.

PROOF. In the case of a principal G-bundle, the lifted vector fields will
be G-invariant and hence so will be the vector fields along the fibers. This
shows that R is then an element of E2(M,Ad(P)). The proof of the last
assertion as left as an exercise. �

REMARK 2.8. So if we apply this to the frame bundle of a vector bundle
E/M, then we find that the curvature form R of the latter will be an element
of E2(M,End(E/M)). If the vector bundle has an inner product and the con-
nection was chosen compatibly, then the curvature lies in E2(M, o(E/M)).
Now recall that if V is a finite dimensional real vector space with inner
product, then o(V) ∼= ∧2V ∼= ∧2V∗ canonically (the first isomorphism is
given by v ∧ v ′ 7→ (x ∈ V 7→ 〈v, x〉v ′ − 〈v ′, x〉v) and the second is via the
isomorphism v ∈ V 7→ (x 7→ 〈v, x〉)). So if we take for E/M the tangent
bundle TM/M and equip it with a (Riemann) metric, then for any compat-
ible connection on TM/M the curvature in p ∈ M defines a bilinear map
∧2TpM × ∧2pTM → R. An example is the Levi-Civita connection; in that
case this bilinear map is symmetric and yields the familiar curvature tensor.

EXERCISE 9. Let πU : Rr × U → U be a trivial vector bundle endowed
with a linear connection ∇. Denote by A ∈ E1(U) ⊗ gl(R, r) be associated
matrix-valued differential on U. Prove that the curvature R ∈ E2(gl(R, r)) is
given by dA+A∧A, where A∧A is the image of A⊗A under the bilinear
map

(E1(U)⊗g)×(E1(U)⊗g)→ E2(U)⊗g, (ω⊗X,ω ′⊗X ′) 7→ ω∧ω ′⊗[X,X ′].
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EXERCISE 10. Let E/M be a vector bundle with a linear connection (i.e.,
one that comes from its frame bundle).
(a) Prove that∇ : E0M(E/M)→ E1M(E/M) extends to linear domain preserv-
ing map E•M(E/M)→ E1+•M (E/M) which satisfies the following Leibniz rule:
if ω ∈ Ek(U) and α ∈ E l(U,E/M), then

∇(ω∧ α) = dω∧ α+ (−1)kω∧∇(α).

(b) Show that ∇∇ : E•M(E/M) → E2+•M (E/M) is equal to ‘wedging’ with the
curvature form R ∈ E2(EndE/M): if ω ∈ Ek(U) and s ∈ E0(U,E/M), then

∇∇(ω⊗ s) = ω∧ R(s).

(c) Prove the Bianchi identity: if EndE/M gets the connection induced by
E/M, then the operator ∇ : E2(M,EndE/M)→ E3(M,EndE/M) kills R.

Flat connections. We will use here the Frobenius integrability theorem
which in its basic form states that if two vector fields commute, then so do
the local flows defined by them. The more sophisticated version says that if
in a n-manifold N we are given at q ∈ N a rank r ≤ n subbundle T ′/N ⊂
TN/N spanned by vector fields X1, . . . , Xr satisfying [Xi, Xj] = 0 for all i, j,
then we can find a chart (U, κ) at q which takes Xi to ∂/∂xi (i = 1, . . . , r),
so that T ′U/U is the tangent bundle along the fibers of the submersion κ ′′ :=
(κr+1, . . . , κn) : U→ Rn−r. Moreover, any other submersion with domain U
possessing that property will factor through κ ′′.

DEFINITION 2.9. Let E/M be a fiber bundle with fiber F. We say that a
connection on E/M is flat if it admits an atlas of trivializations (U, ρ : EU →
F) such that the connection on EU/U is the kernel of Dρ : EU → F. Or to
state this without reference to F: for any p ∈M there exists a neighborhood
U 3 p and a retraction r : EU → Ep such that (r, πU) : EU → Ep × U is an
isomorphism and the connection on EU/U is the kernel of Dr : EU → Ep.

The advantage of the second definition is that this retraction must be
unique. So a flat connection produces canonical trivializations.

PROPOSITION 2.10. Let E/M be a fiber bundle with connection. Then the
connection is flat if and only if its curvature vanishes identically.

PROOF. It is easy to check that flatness implies vanishing curvature. We
therefore only prove the converse.

Let p ∈ M. Choose a chart (U, κ) at p with κ(p) = 0 ∈ Rm and de-
note by ∂1, . . . , ∂m the corresponding coordinate vector fields. Notice that
these commute pairwise. The connection on E/M defines lifts X1, . . . , Xm
of these vector fields. By assumption each Xi can be integrated to a flow
Hi : (−ε, ε) × EU ′ → E with U ′ a neighborhood of p in U and ε > 0 is
assumed to be so small that κ(U) contains (−ε, ε)m. Then for t ∈ (−ε, ε)m,
H1,t1H2,t2 · · ·Hm,tm maps Ep onto the fiber Eκ−1(t). So if U ′′ ⊂ U is the
open subset defined by κ(U ′′) = (−ε, ε)m, then

(−ε, ε)m × Ep → EU ′′ , (t, e) 7→ H1,t1H2,t2 · · ·Hm,tm(e)
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is a diffeomorphism. If we use κ to identify (−ε, ε)m with U ′′, we can regard
this a trivialization over U ′′. We denote by r : EU ′′ → Ep the retraction thus
obtained.

Suppose the curvature vanishes identically. Then the vector fields Xi
commute and hence so do their flows. The above diffeomorphism then takes
(∂/∂xi, 0) to Xi and so the connection on EU ′′/U ′′ is given by the kernel of
the derivative of r. �

EXERCISE 11. Let E/M be a fiber bundle with a flat connection.
(a) Prove that E/M has an atlas with locally constant transition functions
(in other words it admits a structural group that has a discrete topology).
(b) Prove that if γ is an arc in M from p ∈ M to q ∈ M, then the resulting
parallel transport γ∗ : Ep → Eq only depends on the homotopy class of γ.

REMARK 2.11. If E/M has a flat connection ∇, then according to Exer-
cise 10 the sequence of linear maps

0→ E0(M,E/M)
∇0

−−−−→ E1(M,E/M)
∇1

−−−−→
E2(M,E/M)

∇2

−−−−→ . . .
∇m−1

−−−−→ Em(M,E/M)→ 0

is a complex. It is called the De Rham complex for (E/M,∇). Its k-cohomology
group

Hk(M, (E/M,∇)) := ker(∇k)/ im(∇k−1)
is in fact a topological invariant: if E/M denotes the sheaf on M of flat
sections of E/M, then this is the kth sheaf cohomology group of E/M,
Hk(M,E/M).

REMARK 2.12. In differential geometry one shows that ifM is a Riemann
manifold whose Levi-Civita connection is flat, then M is locally isometric to
Euclidean space.

3. Differential forms attached to a connection

Let ∇ be a G-connection in the principal G-bundle P/M. For every fi-
nite dimensional representation r : G → GL(V), the connection yields the
differential operator ∇ : E0(Ad(P)) → E1(Ad(P)). In Exercise 10 you have
seen that ∇ can be extended to an operator ∇ : Ek(Ad(P)) → Ek+1(Ad(P)),
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , satisfying the Leibniz rule: if ω ∈ EkM and α ∈ E l(Ad(P)),
then

∇(ω∧ α) = dω∧ α+ (−1)kω∧∇(α).

Any element of E•(r(P)) that is in the kernel of ∇r is said to be flat. Notice
that if V is the trivial representation: V = R with all elements of G acting
as the identity, then E•(r(P)) = E•M and ∇r acts as the ordinary exterior
derivative d. So in that case a flat local section is a differential form and
flatness is the same thing as being closed.
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Invariant polynomials. Let F : g → C be a homogeneous C-valuek
polynomial of degree k that is constant on the G-orbits (this is also called
an invariant polynomial).

Here is a basic example when G = GL(s,C) (so then g = gl(s,C) and G
acts on gl(c,C) by conjugation): take for any X ∈ gl(s,C) and k = 1, . . . , s

the coefficient σd of tk in the characteristic polynomial det(tX+ Is) (so this
is the dth symmetric function in the eigen values of X). It is known that any
invariant polynomial for GL(s,C) is in fact a polynomial in σ1, . . . , σs.

EXERCISE 12. Let r : G → GL(V) be a finite dimensional representation
and denote by dr : g → gl(V) the corresponding representation of the Lie
algebra. Prove that the map Tr(dr) : g→ C which assigns to X ∈ g the trace
of dr(X) : V → V is an invariant polynomial. Can you produce the functions
σd : gl(s,C)→ C in this way?

In what follows it is useful to think of F as multilinear symmetric map
g×· · ·×g→ C or better yet as a linear map g⊗k → C. The G-invariance of F
may then be expressed by saying that F is a linear map of G-representations
(with G acting diagonally on g⊗k and trivially on C).

Returning to our principal bundle P/M, we have that for given p ∈ P,
the choice of an e ∈ Pp defines an isomorphism ie : g ∼= Ad(P)p. But another
choice of e changes this isomorphism by a transformation in g defined by
an element of G (a right translation). Fortunately, an invariant polynomial
F does not notice this ambiguity (by definition) and so yields a well-defined
polynomial on the Lie algebra Ad(P)p, which we here prefer to regard as
a linear function on Ad(P)⊗kp . By letting p run over M we get a bundle
homomorphism from Ad(P)⊗k to the constant bundle (C ×M)/M. We can
also apply this to the curvature form R ∈ E2(M, g), except that we now get
a (complex valued) 2d-form rather than a function, F(R) ∈ E2k(M), whose
value in p ∈M is the image of R⊗k under the linear map defined by(

∧2 T∗pM⊗ (Ad(P)p)
)⊗d → ∧2kT∗pM⊗ Ad(P)⊗kp

1⊗Fp−→ ∧2k T∗pM⊗R C,
where the definition of the first map can be guessed.

In terms of a local section of P/M over an open subset U ⊂ M, ∇ is
given by a g-valued differential A ∈ E1(U) ⊗ g. The curvature form R is
the given by dA + A ∧ A ∈ E2 ⊗ g and we then simply substitute the latter
expression in F to get the 2k-form above restricted to U.

LEMMA 3.1. The curvature for R is flat and the 2k-form F(R) is closed.

SKETCH OF PROOF. We use the local trivialization above. The R = dA+
A∧A. A computation shows that

∇R = dR+A∧ R− R∧A =

= (dA∧A−A∧ dA) + (A∧ dA− dA∧A) = 0

(This is the Bianchi identity that appeared in Exercise 10.) So R is flat. Then
R⊗k is as an element of E2k(M,Ad(P)⊗k) also flat. The map F : g⊗d → C
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can be thought of as a map of G representations and so F(R⊗k) will be flat
as well. But the latter is an ordinary 2k-form on M and it being flat means
that it is closed. �

Beginnings of Chern-Weil theory. The preceding lemma is the point of
departure of what is called Chern-Weil theory: the detection of topological
invariants of (principal) bundles by De Rham cohomology classes. We will
not develop here but the next step is provided by the following

LEMMA 3.2. Let ∇ and ∇ ′ be two connections on P/M. If πM : R×M→
M is the projection, then there exists on π∗MP/R×M a connection ∇̃ which on
(−∞, 13)×M resp. (23 ,∞)×M is the pull-back of ∇ resp. ∇ ′.

PROOF. Let φ : R → [0, 1] be such that φ is constant 0 on (−∞, 13) and
constant 1 on (23 ,∞) and take

∇̃ := (1− φ)π∗M∇+ φπ∗M∇ ′.
(We use here that the G-connections on R×M form an affine space over the
functions on R×M; φ is regarded as a function on R×M via the projection
R×M→ R.) �

Notice that the curvature form R̃ of ∇̃ is then on (−∞, 13) ×M resp.
(23 ,∞) ×M the pull-back of R resp R ′ and so the same will hold for the
2d-form F(R̃).

EXERCISE 13. Deduce that F(R) − F(R ′) is exact so that the De Rham
cohomology class [F(R)] ∈ H2k(M,C) only depends on P/M (and not on the
choice of a connection). In case G = GL(s,C) and F : gl(s,C) → C is k-th
symmetric function σk of the eigen values, then we get (2π

√
−1)k times the

so-called kth Chern class, ck(P/M), of the bundle. The later class turns out
to be a integral class in the sense that its periods are always integers.

DEFINITION 3.3. We say that the polynomial F on g is integral if for every
principal G-bundle P/M (where M now runs over all manifolds), the class
[F(R)] is integral.

EXERCISE 14. Let C[g]G denote the C-algebra of G-invariant polynomi-
als. Prove that the map F ∈ C[g]G 7→ [F(R)] ∈ Heven(M,C) is a C-algebra ho-
momorphism. Prove that the integral polynomials form a subring of C[g]G.

So in case G = GL(s,C), Z[2π
√

−1σ1, . . . (2π
√

−1)sσs] is a ring of inte-
gral polynomials (it is in fact the full ring of integral classes),

REMARK 3.4. One can show that for a Lie group there is exist principal
G-bundle (usually denoted EG/BG) which is universal in the sense that
every principal bundle is obtained from it by pull-back and so we only need
to verify the integrality property for one such bundle.

However, for nontrivial G, the base BG cannot be taken to be finite
dimensional manifold: we have to allow it to be a monotonous union of
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manifolds (of increasing dimension). If we have a faithful representation
r : G→ GL(V), then we may take for EG the set of eventually zero sequences
v = (v1, v2, v3, . . . ) in V which span V (this is an open subset of the mono-
tone union ∪k≥1V⊕k). We let g ∈ G act as g.v := (r(g−1)v1, r(g

−1)v2, . . . )
(to make it a right action) and we let BG be the G-orbit space (which is
the monotone union of the G-orbit spaces of the V⊕k ∩ EG; these are all
manifolds, albeit empty for k < dimV).

REMARK 3.5. A famous theorem of Chevalley asserts that in case G is
reductive (GL(s,R) and compact Lie groups are examples), then C[g]G is a
polynomial algebra, with the number of generators equal to the rank of G.

Beginnings of Chern-Simons theory. Now assume that M is compact
oriented and of dimension 2k − 1. Let ∇0 and ∇1 be connections on P/M.
Then F(R0) and F(R1) are zero (because they are 2k-forms). But the connec-
tion ∇̃ on the pull-back of P/M over R ×M by ∇̃ := (1 − t)π∗∇0 + tπ∗∇1
has a curvature form R̃ for which, the 2k-form F(R̃) need not be zero. If we
give R×M the product orientation, then we have the well-defined integral

L(∇1,∇0) :=

∫
[0,1]×M

F(R̃).

For this definition we may use the connection ∇̃φ := (1 − φ(t))π∗∇0 +

φ(t)π∗∇1 instead: the integral is then replaced by its pull-back under the
map (t, p) ∈ [0, 1] ×M → (φ(t), p) ∈ [0, 1] ×M and hence has the same
value. The advantage of this connection is that F(R̃φ) has its support in
[0, 1]×M so that we may integrate over all of R×M if we wish to do so.

LEMMA 3.6. For three connections ∇0,∇1,∇2 on P/M we have

L(∇2,∇1) = L(∇2,∇1) + L(∇1,∇0).

PROOF. Let us first observe that L is antisymmetric. Denote by V2 ⊂ R3
the plane defined by

∑
i ti = 1. If πM : V2 ×M is the projection, then we

have a connection ∇̃ on π∗MP/V2×M defined by ∇̂ =
∑
i ti∇i. If R̂ denotes

its curvature form, then F(R̂) is a closed 2k-form on V2 ×M. If ∆2 ⊂ V2
denote the 2-simplex defined by ti ≥ 0, then we have by Stokes theorem∫

∆2×M
dF(R̂) =

∫
∂∆2×M

F(R̂)

Since F is closed the left hand side is zero. The right hand side is the sum of
three integrals corresponding to the three edges of ∂∆2: we get L(∇1,∇0)+

L(∇2,∇1) + L(∇0,∇2). �

We now assume that
(i) F is integral,

(ii) P/M is trivial as a G-bundle.
To give a trivialization of P/M is to give a section s of P/M and so the latter
defines a flat connection ∇s in P/M.
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LEMMA 3.7. Let s be section of P/M and ∇ a connection on P/M. If
A ∈ E1(M,Ad(P)) is the connection form of ∇ relative to s, then

L(∇,∇s) =

∫
M
F(A,R, . . . , R).

Moreover, this value only depends on the isotopy class [s] of s (that is, the
connected component of s in the space of sections of P/M) and if s ′ is another
section of of P/N, then L(∇,∇s ′) − L(∇,∇s) ∈ Z.

PROOF. Let ∇̃ be the connection on (R×P)/(R×M) defined by∇s+tA.
So with respect to the trivialization of (R×P)/(R×M) defined by s we have
Ã = tA. Since R̃ = ∇̃∇̃ = ∇̃Ã and R̃ is closed, the exterior derivative of
F(Ã, R̃, . . . , R̃) equals F(R̃, R̃, . . . , R̃). Hence

L(∇,∇s) =

∫
[0,1]×M

F(R̃, R̃, . . . , R̃) =

∫
[0,1]×M

dF(Ã, R̃, . . . , R̃)

=

∫
∂([0,1]×M)

F(Ã, R̃, . . . , R̃) (by Stokes) =

∫
M
F(A,R, . . . , R). �

Let s ′ be another section s ′ of P/M. Suppose first we can connect s ′ with
s by a family of sections. Then we can do so by a smooth family yielding a
section s̃ of [0, 1]× (P/M) which restricts to s resp. s ′ at the boundary parts
over 0 resp. 1. The associated connection∇s̃ on [0, 1]×(P/M) is flat: Rs̃ = 0,
and so L(∇,∇s) − L(∇,∇s ′) = L(∇s ′ ,∇s) = 0.

Otherwise, consider the corresponding flat connections∇s and∇s ′ , and
let ∇̃φ be the connection on (R×P/(R×M defined above. If we identify in
(1, s ′.g) ∈ [0, 1]× P with (0, s.g) ∈ [0, 1]× P we obtain a principal G-bundle
P̃ over S1 ×M (send t to e2π

√
−1). This bundle inherits a connection from

∇̃φ (that we continue to denote by ∇̃φ) and so

L(∇s ′ ,∇s) =

∫
S1×M

F(∇̃φ).

Since F is integral, the right hand side must be an integer.

So if we do not want to single out a section, then we get an R/Z-valued
invariant for a G-connection ∇ on P/M, namely the value modulo Z of
L(∇,∇s), where s may be any section of P/M. This is called the Chern-
Simons invariant of ∇ relative to F. We will concentrate on the following
particular case.

4. The Chern-Simons form

Our basic example will be the following: G is a compact simply con-
nected Lie group with simple Lie algebra (for instance SU(n)), k = 2 and
F = B is the first integral multiple of the Killing form. If we also denote by
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B : g×g→ R the corresponding symmetric bilinear form, then the integrand
for L is a 3-form which in terms of the connection matrix A is given by

1
2B(A,dA) + 1

3B(A,A∧A)

(the wedge product is understood as follows: if A =
∑
iω

i ⊗ Ai with Ai a
local section of Ad(P/M), then A∧A−

∑
i<jωi ∧ωj ⊗ [Ai, Aj]. This is the

famous Chern-Simons form. It is at the origin of modern knot invariants. We
denote it simply by CS(∇).

The case of the 3-sphere. Let us now show that CS(∇) can take any
value on the 3-sphere S3. For this we use the fact that there exists a principal
G-bundle P̃/S4 such that the characteristic class defined by B has integral 1.
So if ∇ is any connection on P̃, then its curvature form R has the property
that

∫
S4 B(R) = 1. We think of S3 as sitting in S4 (defined by x5 = 0) and

denote by P/S3 the restriction. Notice that S3 bounds the two hemispheres
D4± defined by ±x5 ≥ 0. The bundle P̃|D4± admits a section s̃± over D4±.

The restriction of these sections (denoted s±) to P/S3 are then such that
L(∇s+ ,∇s−) = 1. So if∇t := (1−t)∇s+ +t∇s− , then t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ L(∇t,∇s−)
is a differentiable function that takes the value 0 in 0 and 1 in 1. It follows
that t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ CS(∇t) ∈ R/Z traverses a loop in R/Z (of degree one).

We even can arrange that the two sections above agree over the lower
hemispere D3− in S3 defined by x5 = 0, x4 ≤ 0. In that case ∇t = ∇s− for
t = 0.

Repercussions for surfaces. We take G as above. It is known that G is
then 2-connected and that this implies the following two facts:

(i) Every principal G-bundle over a manifold of dimension ≤ 3 admits
a section and

(ii) every two sections of a principal G-bundle over a manifold of di-
mension ≤ 2 are isotopic.

EXERCISE 15. Prove that this implies that if we are given a principal G-
bundle over a 3-manifold with boundary, then every section over the bound-
ary is the restricion of a global section.

Consider a pair N = (P/N,∇), where N is a compact oriented surface
and P/N a principal G-bundle over N endowed with a connection ∇. We
assume that N bounds another such pairM = (P̃/M, ∇̃). To be precise, M
is a compact oriented 3-manifold with boundary ∂M, P̃/M is a principal G-
bundle P̃/M endowed with a connection ∇̃. To make N the boundary ofM
(which we indicate by writing simply ∂M = N ), we mean that we give an
orientation preserving isomorphism (f̃, f) of an unspecified neighborhood of
{0} × (P/N) in R≥0 × (P/N) onto the restriction of P̃/M to a neighborhood
of ∂M compatible with the connections that are present: (f̃, f) takes ∇̃ to
the pull-back of ∇ on R≥0 × (P/N).
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IfN bounds in two ways: ∂M0 = N = ∂M1, then we may weld the two
bordering data along N in an obvious manner: first we glue M1 onto −M0

(the minus sign means that the given orientation of M0 has been reversed)
using f1 and f0. We thus obtain a closed oriented 3-manifold M. If we
do the similarly for P̃0 and P̃1, we get a principal G-bundle P̃/M and the
connections on the parts fit to produce a connection ∇̃ on it. We now have
defined CS(∇̃) ∈ R/Z for which we shall write CS(M1,M0).

LEMMA 4.1. Suppose N boundsMi for i = 0, 1, 2. Then we have

CS(M2,M0) = CS(M2,M1) + CS(M1,M0).

PROOF. We pick a section s for P/N and we choose for i = 0, 1, 2 a sec-
tion si of P̃i which equals the pull-back of s on a neighborhood of ∂Mi (cf.
Exercise 15). If Ãi is the connection form of ∇̃i relative to ∇̃si , then the
asserted property follows from the obvious fact that CS(Mj,Mi) is repre-
sented by ∫

Mj

CS(Ãj) −

∫
Mi

CS(Ãi). �

We now associate to N a space with transitive U(1)-action as follows.
Consider the collection of bordering data for N and define an equivalence
relation on this collection by

M≡M ′ ⇔ CS(M ′,M) ≡ 0 (mod Z).

The set of equivalence classes U(N ) is then in a natural manner a U(1)-set,
where the U(1)-action is characterized as follows:

[M ′] = exp(2π
√

−1t).[M]⇔ CS(M ′,M) ≡ t (mod Z).

We often abuse notation a little in case N is (G ×N)/N endowed with the
obvious flat connection: we then may simply write N for it.

REMARK 4.2. It is clear from the definition that unless U(N ) is a single-
ton, U(N ) is a principal U(1)-space. We shall see that we are always in the
latter case. Even assuming we already know this, then what we just found
does not seem to amount to much: we attached a copy of a circle to the sur-
face N . The interest in this construction is its naturality. For instance, if we
are given a fiber bundle E/S with fiber a surface and a principal G-bundle
P/E over its total space, then this construction can be carried out fiberwise
and produces a U(1)-bundle U(E/S) over S. The point is that this bundle
need not be trivial.

Suppose we are given two pairs N 0, N 1 as above. Assume that we are
given a bordismM between these two by which we mean thatN 1−N 0 (the
disjoint union of these data, where the orientation of N0 has been reversed)
is given as the boundary of M. Now if N 0 bounds M ′, then N 1 bounds
M−M ′. The latter defines an element of U(N ) that we denoteM∗(M ′)
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LEMMA 4.3. The elementM∗(M ′) only depends on [M ′] and the resulting
mapM∗ : U(N 0)→ U(N 1) is a U(1)-equivariant isomorphism.

PROOF. If N 0 is given as the boundary of M ′ and M ′′, then it follows
from the definition that CS(M−M ′,M−M ′′) = CS(M ′′,M ′). So [M ′] =

[M ′′] implies M∗(M ′) = M∗(M ′′). It also shows that M∗ : U(N 0) →
U(N 1) is U(1)-equivariant. This map is bijective for it has (−M)∗ as its
2-sided inverse. �

EXERCISE 16. Prove that two bordisms M ′ and M ′′ between N 0 and
N 1 define the same isomorphism if and only if theM obtained by welding
−M ′ ontoM ′′ has CS(M) = 0 ∈ R/Z.

EXERCISE 17. Here P/N is a principal G-bundle over a closed oriented
surface. We are going to produce a U(1)-space U(P/N) out of the sections
of P/N.
(a) Let s, s ′ be two sections of P/N. Show that a bordism between N =

(P/N,∇s) and N ′ = (P/N,∇s ′) is obtained by the one parameter family
(1− t)∇s + t∇s ′ .
(b) Prove that after identifying both U(N ) and U(N ′) with U(N) the above
bordism yields an element U(1). In other words, the two sections define an
angle ∠(s, s ′) (recall that N is identified with G × N/N endowed with the
constant section 1).
(c) Prove that for three sections s, s ′, s ′′, ∠(s, s ′′) = ∠(s, s ′) + ∠(s ′, s ′′).

COROLLARY 4.4. For every nonemptyN ,U(N ) is a principal homogeneous
U(1)-space.

PROOF. Let us first do the case when N = S2: the trivialized bundle
(G × S2)/S2 with the corresponding flat connection. Then S2 = ∂D3 and
if we identify D3 with the upper hemisphere D3+ in S3, then we have seen
that t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ CS(∇t,∇0) traverses a full loop in R/Z. So U(S2) is not
a singleton. It is therefore a principal homogeneous U(1)-space. In view of
Lemma 4.3 it remains to show that for every N there is a bordism from N
to S2.

Let N = (P/N,∇). Since the bundle P/N is trivial it admits a section s.
If N s denotes the same bundle but with the connection ∇s, then a bordism
between N s and N is given by [0, 1]× (P/N) with the connection defined by
the family (1 − t)∇s +∇. So it is enough to do the case when N = N, i.e.,
given by (G×N)/N with the obvious flat connection.

Now it is known that N bounds a compact oriented 3-manifold M. (To
see this, assume without loss of generality that N is connected; if we em-
bed N in R3, then R3 − N has two connected components, one of which
is bounded and we simply let M be the closure of that component.) If we
remove from M a small disk, we obtain a manifold M ′ which defines an
isomorphism M ′∗ : U(S2) ∼= U(N). �
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Digression: central extension of the loop group. The preceding con-
struction can be used to define an interesting extension by U(1) of the loop
group of G. The loop group Map(S1, G) of G is the set of differentiable maps
S1 → G. It is a group for pointwise multiplication. It also has a natural
topology that makes it a topological group. Since G is simply connected, ev-
ery loop S1 → G extends to a differentiable map D2 → G. We consider only
those maps D2 → G that are near the boundary independent of the radius.
So if Map+(D2, G) is the group of such maps, then restriction defines a sur-
jective homomorphism of groups Map+(D2, G) → Map(S1, G). Notice that
F ∈ Map+(D2, G) is in the kernel K of this homomorphism precisely when
it is constant 1 near the boundary circle. After stereographic projection F
may be thought of as a map S2 → G which is constant 1 on a neighbor-
hood of the north pole ∞. So F then defined a section of the trivial bundle
(G × S2)/S2. If F0 defines the section that is constant 1, then we have an
angle ∠(F, F0). This angle defines a homomorphism K → U(1). This homo-
morphism is invariant under conjugation by elements of Map+(D2, G) and
so its kernel, denoted here by K0, is normal in Map+(D2, G). We denote the
factor group Map+(D2, G)/K0 by M̃ap(S1, G). The obvious homomorphism
M̃ap(S1, G) → Map(S1, G) is surjective with kernel U(1). This is known to
be the universal central extension of Map(S1, G). On the level of Lie alge-
bra’s it yields an extension of Map(S1, g) by a one-dimensional Lie algebra;
this is a Kac-Moody Lie algebra of affine type.

A variation involving knots and links. For the theory of knots and
links there is a variation of the preceding which we now sketch. First con-
sider compact oriented manifold M in which is given an oriented subman-
ifold L of codimension 2. We recall that the tubular neighborhood theorem
asserts (among other things) that there exists a neighborhood U(L) of L in
M and a smooth retraction r : U(L)→ L that makes this a fiber bundle with
fiber an open 2-disk. In the present case this bundle is in fact trivial, so that
r is a component of an isomorphism U(L) ∼= R2 × L. We suppose such a
trivialization given, at least up to isotopy (this is called a framing of L).

Now let P/M be a principal G-bundle. We consider connections∇ onM
with the property that the connection is flat on a neighborhood of L. This
implies that for every connected component Li of L̃ the holonomy in the
normal direction (follow a loop around L in the direction prescribed by the
orientation) is well-defined as a conjugacy class Ci(∇) of G. The flatness
implies that the curvature form R (which is defined on M − L only) is zero
near L. Hence the Ad(P) ⊗ Ad(P)-valued 4-form R ∧ R will be zero on a
neighborhood of L. Since the associated Chern-Weil form B(R) is obtained
from the latter by applying B to the bundle part, we find that B(R) is zero
on on a neighborhood of L̃ and so it defined a cohomology class on M.

LEMMA 4.5. If dimM = 4, then the integral
∫
M̃ B(R̃) is an integer.
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SKETCH OF PROOF. Choose a connection ∇ ′ on P/M which is flat on
U(L) and differs there from ∇ by a Ad(P)-valued 1-form in the normal di-
rection. Then the line of connections passing through ∇ ′ and ∇ defines a
connection on the pull-back of P over R × (M − L). The curvature of this
connection is a 2-form which on R × (U(L) − L) ∼= R × (R2 − {0}) × L is
the pull-back of a 2-form on the first two factors. An argument as above
then shows that if we wedge it with itself we get a vector bundle valued
4-form which is zero on R × (U(L) − L). So the corresponding Chern-Weil
4-form on R × (M − L) is a closed form defined an all of R ×M. Hence∫
M B(R̃) =

∫
M B(R̃ ′) ∈ Z. �

We now assume dimM = 3. The argument of Lemma 3.7 shows that
for every connection ∇ on P|(M − L) which is flat near L we have defined
CS(∇) ∈ R/Z: just choose a trivialization of P/M and integrate the Chern-
Simons form of∇ relative to this trivialization overM (this form is zero near
L and so the integral converges). Another choice of trivialization changes
the outcome by an integer.

We can also go down to surfaces (dimM = 2); we write N for M as be-
fore, L is simply a set p1, . . . , pk ∈ N of distinct points, the framing consists
of giving a chart at each pi and P/N is a principal G-connection endowed
with a connection∇ that is flat near pi. Denoting this set of data byN , then
to N is associated a principal U(1)-space U(N ) as before.

Cherns-Simons action. Here dimM = 3. Fix a positive integer k (to
which we shall refer as a level). Let P/M be a principal G-bundle over a
closed oriented 3-manifold. Witten proposed to regard the Chern-Simons
form as an action with the help of which one can define an invariant of M
by the formula:

Z[M] :=

∫
Conn(P/M)

D∇e2π
√

−1kCS(∇) ∈ C,

where Conn(P/M) denote the (infinite dimensional affine) space of con-
nections on P/M and D∇ a natural measure on that space. This integral
belongs to the same ill-defined category as the Feynman path integral in the
sense that no-one can give it a rigourous meaning. It should therefore be
considered as suggesting that there is an interesting invariant attached to
M and G whose definition however should be given in a different manner.
Since Z[M is formally like a partition function, physicists like to write it as
〈1〉 (where the angular brackets indicate an expectation value).

There is also a relative version: it is now assumed that we are given a
framed oriented link L ⊂ M and for each connected component we sup-
pose given a finite dimensional complex irreducible representation ρi : G→
GL(Vi). The representation needs only be given up to equivalence, for what
will matter here is only its trace Tr(ρi) → C. Recall that the latter is a class
function: it is constant on G-conjugacy classes. We call this set of data a
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G-coloring of the link L. We saw that for a connection ∇ as above, the ho-
lonomy around Li defines a conjugacy class in G. The constant value that
Tr(ρi) takes on this class is denoted Wi(∇) ∈ C (and is often refered to as a
Wilson line). We put WL,ρ(∇) :=

∏
iWi(∇). In physicist’s language this as

an observable whose (heuristically defined) expectation value is

〈WL〉 :=

∫
Conn(P/M)

D∇WL,ρ(∇)e2πk
√

−1CS(∇).

Witten suggested that this can be given a sense so that it produces for G =
SU(2) the Jones knot invariants.

EXERCISE 18. For G = SU(2) there is just one irreducible representation
of degree n + 1 = 1, 2, 3, namely the n-the symmetric power of its defining
representation on C2 and so a G-coloring then amounts to attaching to each
connected component of L a positive integer. Show that the corresponding
class function assigns to an element of SU(2) with eigen values λ, λ̄ the
expression

∑n
k=0 λ

n−2k.

5. Intermezzo: the stationary phase method

We consider the finite dimensional analogue of the undefined integral
we just encountered:

I(k) :=

∫
M
e2π
√

−1kfω.

where M is an oriented m-manifold, f : M → R a differentiable function
and ω is an m-form on M with compact support and we investigate its
asymptotic behaviour for k → ∞. If I, J are functions on a right interval
[a,∞), let us say that I and J are asymptotically equal (and write I � J) if
for every e > 0, |I(t) − J(t)| ≤ te for t sufficiently large.

Let us first do a simple (but quite basic) case: M = R. Then this integral
is written

I(k) =

∫
R
e2π
√

−1kf(x)φ(x)dx,

where φ has compact support. We first verify that the only the behaviour of
the integrand matters in x ∈ R where f ′(x) = 0:

LEMMA 5.1. If a, b) is bounded interval (a, b) such that f ′ is nowhere zero
on that [a, b], then for any φ with support in (a, b) we have I(k) � 0.

PROOF. Our assumption implies f maps [a, b] diffeomorphically onto an
interval [a, d]. Denote by g : [c, d] → [a, b] its inverse. The transformation
formula for integrals yields

I(k) =

∫b
a
e2π
√

−1kf(x)φ(x)dx = ±
∫d
c
e2π
√

−1kyφ(g(y))g ′(y)dy.
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Since φ(g(y))g ′(y) has support in (c, d) we may without loss of generality
assume that f(x) = x. We then compute (using that φ is zero near a and b):

I(k) =

∫b
a
e2π
√

−1kxφ(x)dx = (2π
√

−1k)−1

∫b
a
(e2π

√
−1kx) ′φ(x)dx

= (2π
√

−1k)−1
[
e2π
√

−1kxφ(x)
]b
a

− (2π
√

−1k)−1

∫b
a
e2π
√

−1kyφ ′(x)dx

= (−2π
√

−1k)−1

∫b
a
e2π
√

−1kyφ ′(x)dx

and continuing this way we find that for every positive integer r,

I(k) =

∫b
a
e2π
√

−1kxφ(x)dx = (−2π
√

−1k)−r

∫b
a
e2π
√

−1kyφ(r)(x)dx,

and it is clear that the right hand side is bounded by a constant times k−r.
�

LEMMA 5.2. Suppose f ′(p) = 0, but f ′′(p) 6= 0. Then there exists a neigh-
borhood Up of p such that if φ has support in Up, then

I(k) = φ(p)e2π
√

−1
(
kf(p)+ 1

8
sign f ′′(p)

)
|kf ′′(p)|−

1
2 +O(k−1),

where sign denotes the sign of its argument.

PROOF. We have by Taylor that near p, f(x) = f(p) + 1
2f
′′(p)(x − p)2 +

O((x−p)3). So if h(x) :=
√
2(f(x) − f(p))/f ′′(p), then h(x) = x−p+O((x−

p)2) and hence h defines a diffeomorphism of some neighborhood Up of p
onto a neighborhood of 0. Denote by g its inverse. If φ has support in Up,
then (since f(x) = f(p) + 1

2f
′′(p)h(x)2).

I(k) =

∫
R
e2π
√

−1k(f(p)+
1
2 f
′′(p)y2)φ(g(y))g ′(y)dy.

We put ψ(y) := φ(g(y))g ′(y) and note that ψ(0) = φ(p)h ′(p)−1 = φ(p).
Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that f(x) = a + 1

2cx
2

with c 6= 0 and p = 0. Since we may extract the constant e2π
√

−1ka, we can
also assume that a = 0.

Let us write φ(x) = φ(0)+xφ1(x), where φ1(x) =
∫x
0 φ
′(t)d t. These two

terms need no have compact support. So let un : R → [0, 1] have support
in (−n,n) and be constant 1 on [1 − n,n − 1]. Take n so large that the
support of φ is contained in (−n,n). Then φ = φun = φ(0)ψn + xφ1un.
We put ψn := φ1un and then deal with the terms φ(0)ψn and xφ1un = xψn
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separately. Then∫n
−n
eπ
√

−1kcx2
xψn(x)dx = (π

√
−1kc)−1

∫n
−n

(eπ
√

−1kcx2
) ′ψn(x)dx

= (π
√

−1kc)−1
[
eπ
√

−1kcx2
ψn(x)

]n
−n

− (πc
√

−1k)−1

∫n
−n
eπ
√

−1kcx2
ψn(x)dx

= (−π
√

−1kc)−1

∫n
−n
eπ
√

−1kcx2
ψn(x)dx = O(k−1).

As to the term φ(0)ψn, we first recall that
∫∞

−∞ e−πx2
dx = 1. So if λ > 0,

then the change of variables y = x
√
λ yields

∫∞
−∞ e−πλx2

dx = λ−1/2. Now

use analytic continuation in λ: replacing λ by λe
√

−1α, |α| < π/2 (for which
we have absolute convergence) and letting α → ∓π/2 (for which we have
conditional convergence), we get

lim
n→∞

∫n
−n
e±π

√
−1λx2

dx = λ−1/2e±π
√

−1/4.

Hence

lim
n→∞

∫n
−n
eπ
√

−1πkcx2
dx = (k|c|)−1/2esign(c)π

√
−1/4.

One checks that if we put in the integrand in the left hand side ψn, then this
leaves the right hand side unaffected modulo O(k−1). The lemma follows.

�

COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that f has on the support of φ only ordinary
singularities in the sense that f ′(p) = 0 implies f ′′(p) 6= 0. Then we have

I(k) =
∑

{p:f ′(p)=06=φ(p)}

φ(p)e2π
√

−1
(
kf(p)+ 1

8
sign f ′′(p)

)
|kf ′′(p)|−

1
2 +O(k−1),

where the sum on the right is finite.

PROOF. Denote by K be the support of φ and let p ∈ K. If f ′(p) 6= 0,
then choose Up as in Lemma 5.1, otherwise choose Up as in Lemma 5.2.
These open subsets cover the compact K. Choose a partition of unity {φi}

N
i=1

subordinate to this cover so that φ =
∑N
i=1φφn. Applying the lemma’s to

each of these terms gives the result. �

The generalization from R to a manifold Rm uses two facts. The first
fact is that if f is a differentiable function on neighborhood of p ∈ Rn and
df(p) 6= 0, then the implicit function theorem tells us that we can make f
part of local coordinate system: y1 := f, . . . , ym at p. The second says that if
df(p) = 0, but the hessian matrix hf,p := ∂2f

∂xi∂xj
(p) is nonsingular, then the

Morse lemma states that we can find local coordinates y1, . . . , ym at p such
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that yi = (xi − pi) +O(‖x− p‖2) such that

f(x) = f(p) + 1
2

m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

∂2f

∂xi∂xj
(p)yiyj.

In other words, this coordinate transformation takes f into the quadratic
polynomial that is its Taylor expansion up to order 2. If we wish, we can
make a further orthogonal transformation which brings the quadratic part
into diagonal form: f(x) = f(p) + 1

2

∑m
i=1 ciz

2
i . The product c1 · · · cm equals

the determinant of the hessian matrix dethf,p and is nonzero. This deter-
minant is invariant not just under orthogonal transformations, but under all
transformations that have determinant 1. The number of times ci is positive
resp. negative is invariant under all linear transformations and the differ-
ence between these two is called the signature of the hessian. We denote
it by sign(hf,p). With the help of these two facts the arguments used for
M = R generalize to the case M = Rm to give

COROLLARY 5.4. Let M = Rm and suppose that f has on the support of φ
only ordinary singularities in the sense that df(p) = 0 implies that its hessian
hf,p is nonsingular. Then we have

I(k) =
∑

{p:d(p)=06=φ(p)}

e2π
√

−1
(
kf(p)+ 1

8
signhf,p

)
φ(p)√

| dethf,p|
k− m

2 +O(k
−m−1

2 ).

We can give this a sense for manifolds. If f is a differentiable function on
a neighborhood of p inM, then the we have the hessian of f at p canonically
defined as a symmetric bilinear map hf,p : TpM × TpM → R: it is charac-
terized as follows: if v ∈ TpM, then represent v by a curve γ : (−ε, ε) →M

with γ̇(0) = v. Then fγ(t) = 1
2ct

2+O(t3) for some c and we have hf(v, v) is
just this coefficient c. This hessian has a signature sign(hf,p). Then the de-
terminant of hf,p is invariantly defined, not as a number, but as a quadratic
form on the one-dimensional ∧mTpM: if (y1, . . . , ym) is a basis of T∗M and
hf,p =

∑
i,j hijyiyj, then det(hf,p) := det(hij)(y1 ∧ y1 · · · ∧ ym)2 is invari-

antly defined. Hence, if we choose the basis (y1, . . . , ym) to be oriented,
then the positive m-form

√
| dethf,p| :=

√
| det(hij)y1 ∧ y1 · · · ∧ ym is also

invariantly defined. In particular, if we are given ωp ∈ ∧mT∗pM, then we
have a well-defined quotient

ωp√
| dethf,p|

∈ R.

We can now state:

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let M be an oriented manifold of dimension m, f :
M → R a differentiable function and ω is an m-form on M with compact
support. Assume that f has on the support of ω only ordinary singularities
in the sense that df(p) = 0 implies that its hessian Let M be an oriented
manifold of dimension m, f : M → R a differentiable function and ω is an
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m-form on M with compact support. Assume that f has on the support of ω
only ordinary singularities in the sense that df(p) = 0 implies that its hessian
hf,p is nonsingular. Then

I(k) =
∑

{p:dpf=06=ωp}

e2π
√

−1
(
kf(p)+ 1

8
signhf,p

)
ωp√

| dethf,p|
k− m

2 +O(k
−m−1

2 ).

The equivariant case. For what follows we need to know a bit about
the theory of compact Lie group actions on manifolds. Suppose a compact
Lie group G acts on a manifold M. The stabilizer Gp of any p ∈ M is a
closed subgroup of M. If g ∈ G, then Ggp = gGpg

−1 and so the stabilizers
of a given orbit make up a single conjugacy class of closed subgroups of M.
Let us say that two G-orbits have the same orbit type if they their associated
conjugacy classes of (stabilizer) subgroups are the same, or equivalently, if
the two orbits contain points with the same stabilizer. It is known that the
ensueingG-invariant decomposition ofM is one into manifolds and that this
decompostition is locally finite (any compact subset ofMmeets only finitely
many types). We call such a partition a stratification and its members strata.
The orbit space M̄ := G\M is in general not a manifold, but the above
stratification of M descends to one of M̄. For p ∈ M, the map g ∈ G 7→
gp ∈ M has a derivative g → TpM whose image is TpGp and whose kernel
is the Lie algebra of the stabilizer Gp. We put T̄pM := TpM/TpGp; it is the
normal space of p at the orbit Gp. It is easy to see that g ∈ G determines an
isomorphism T̄pM ∼= T̄gp. in particular dim T̄pM only depends on the image
p̄ ∈ M̄ of p; we denote it by mp̄.

The stabilizer Gp acts in TpM and its fixed point set in the latter is just
the tangent space to the submanifold of points having the orbit type of p; it
indeed contains TpGp (and we might identify the quotient (TpM)Gp/TpGp
with the tangent space at the image p̄ ∈ M̄ of the stratum containing it).
Notice that if f : M → R is a G-invariant function, then dpf : TpM → R
factors through a linear map T̄pM → R. The latter will be Gp-invariant.
Similarly, if p is a critical point of f (so that dpf = 0), then its Hessian
hf,p : TpM × TpM → R factors through a symmetric bilinear (and Gp-
invariant) map h̄f,p : T̄pM× T̄pM→ R. We call this the reduced Hessian of f.
Notice that its signature only depends on the orbit of p. So if f̄ : M̄ → R is
the map over which f factors, then it makes sense to say that p̄ is a (possibly
ordinary) critical point of f̄.

Now assume that we are in the situation considered above, and that G
preserves both f andω. The hypotheses of the proposition can in general no
longer be satisfied for the simple reason that the singular locus of f will be
G-invariant and hence in general not discrete (and therefore not ordinary).
The best we can do is ask that in any critical point that lies in the support of
ω the reduced hessian of f is nondegenerate. We shall also want to descend
ω to something that is defined on M̄, namely a measure ω̄ on M̄ with the
property if U ⊂ M is an open G-invariant subset, then

∫
Uω =

∫
Ū ω̄. With
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these conventions Proposition 5.5 still holds if we put a bar over p, f and ω
and sum over only over the p for which m̄p̄ is minimal (then m is replaced
by that minimal value).

Return to the case at hand. Our manifold is the affine space of connec-
tions Conn(P/M) on a principal G-bundle P/M, the function on this mani-
fold is the Chern-Simons functional andω isWLD. The group of symmetries
is the gauge group Aut(P/M); since P/M is trivial this can be identified with
the space of differentiable maps C∞(M,G). The stationary phase method
suggests that the main contribution of Wittens’s (undefined) integral should
come from the connections where CS has a criticial point. These we can
identify:

PROPOSITION 5.6. A connection∇ on P/M is a critical point of the Chern-
Simons functional if and only if it is flat. This also true for the version with
Wilson lines (where we have a link L ⊂ M), provided that we restrict to the
connections of the type considered there.

PROOF. We only prove this in case L = ∅; the general case is a minor
variation. Choose a trivialization of P/M so that a connection ∇ is given by
some A ∈ E1(M)⊗ g. Then CS(A) is the 3-form 1

2B(A,dA) + 1
3B(A∧A,A).

Recall that B(A∧A,A) can be obtained by taking first A∧A∧A ∈ E3)M)⊗
g⊗3 and then apply X⊗ Y ⊗ Z ∈ g⊗3 7→ B(X, [Y, Z]). Now let At := A + tA1
be a first order deformation of A. It follows that

d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

CS(At) =
d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

1
2B(At, dAt) + 1

3B(At ∧At, At) =

1
2B(A1, dA) + 1

2B(A,dA1) + B(A1, A∧A).

Since d(B(A,A1)) = B(dA,A1) − B(A,dA1), we can also write this as

d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

CS(At) = B(A1, dA) + B(A1, A∧A) − d(B(A,A1)) =

B(A1, R(A)) − d(B(A,A1))

and so
d

dt

∣∣∣
t=0

∫
M

CS(At) =

∫
M
B(A1, R(A)).

We have that A is a critical point for Chern-Simons functional if and only
if the left hand side of this equation is zero for all A1. So this means that∫
M B(A1, R(A)) = 0 for all A1. But this just means that R(A) = 0. �

We thus expect the main contribution of the heuristic Witten integral to
come from the flat connections on P|M − L. For a flat connection the ho-
lonomy along a path only depends on the homotopy class of the path and
hence given by a homomorphism from the fundamental group π1(M,p) to
the space of G-automorphisms of the fiber Aut(Pp). We can indentify Pp
with G and for the case considered here these G-automorphisms is then the
group of left translations of G (so a copy of G). But the identification of
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Pp with G is given up to a left translation in G and the invariant that we
get is a homomorphism π1(M− L, p)→ G given up to inner automorphism
of G. If (as is the case here) π1(M − L, p) has finitely many generators,
N in number, say, then a homomorphism π1(M − L, p) → G is of course
given by the images of these generators and hence Hom(π1(M−L, p), G) be-
comes a closed subspace of the finite dimensional compactGN (in particular,
Hom(π1(M−L, p), G) is compact Hausdorff and of finite dimension). We let
G act onGN by termwise conjugation and so the space of flat connections on
P|M − L is then identified with the G-orbit space of Hom(π1(M − L, p), G)
and hence is a reasonable space (compact Hausdorff and of finite dimen-
sion).

Another tool for attacking integrals of the type considered here goes
back to Feynmann. We cut the 3-manifoldM in two pieces say with common
boundary an 2-submanifold S ⊂ M. We make sure the link L is transversal
to S so that L∩ S is a finite set and a neighborhood U, L∩U) of (S, L∩ S) in
(M,L) is isomorphic to R× (S, L ∩ S). Denote by (M ′, L ′) and (M ′′, L ′′) the
two pieces of the complement of (−1, 1)× (S, L∩ S) in (M,L). A connection
on P|M− L restricts to one on P|U− L ∩U. We may first do the integration
over all pairs of connections onM ′−L ′ andM ′′−L ′′ with a given restriction
to (U \ L)∩ (M ′ ∪M ′′) and then do the integration over the connections on
P|U − L ∩ U). We could continue and split up (M,L) in more pieces (and
take these to as basic as possible). This scheme eventually leads to what is
called a topological quantum field theory for 2+1 dimensions. Whatever the
details of that may be, it is clear that this requires an analysis of principal
G-bundles on R × (S, L ∩ S) and (S, L ∩ S). We take for that a Hamiltonian
approach.

6. Symplectic reduction

Symplectic vector spaces. Let T be a real vector space. A symplectic
form on T is an anti-symmetric bilinear map ω : T × T → R which is nonde-
generate in the sense that the associated map v ∈ T 7→ ιvω = ω(v, ) ∈ T∗ is
injective: so ω(v ′, v) = 0 for all v ′ ∈ T implies v = 0. The pair (T,ω) is then
called a symplectic

Given such a symplectic formω, then a subspace I ⊂ T is called isotropic
ifω is identically zero on I×I. So then the set I⊥ : of v ∈ T withω(v, v ′) = 0

for all v ′ ∈ I contains I and ω induces a map ωI : I⊥/I × I⊥/I → R. This
map is easily checked to be a symplectic form on I⊥/I.

Suppose T is finite dimensional and ω : T × T → R is anti-symmetric
bilinear (so that we may think of it as an element of ∧2T∗). An exercise in
linear algebra shows that ω is nondegenerate if and only if dim T is even
(say 2n) and ω∧n is a generator of ∧2nT∗. Furthermore ω̃ : T → T∗

is then isomorphism and there exists a basis e±1, . . . , e±m of T such that
ω(ei, ej) = sign(i)δi+j,0.
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Symplectic manifolds. Let M be a manifold. A symplectic form on M
is a closed 2-form on M with the property it defines on every tangent space
symplectic form. So this implies that dimM is even (of dimension 2n, say)
and ω∧n is a nowhere vanishing 2n-from on M. (The latter is called the
Liouville form; it orients M as a manifold.) The pair (M,ω) is called a
symplectic manifold.

Let (M,ω) be a symplectic manifold of dimension 2n. If V is a vector
field on M, then ιVω is a 1-form and identifies vector fields with 1-forms.
The Lie derivative of ω with respect to V is LVω = dιVω + ιdω = dιVω.
So ιVω is closed if and only if LVω = 0. But the latter means that ω
is invariant under the (local) flow generated by V. If ιVω is even exact,
i.e., ιVω = df for some function f, then we say that the vector field V is
Hamiltonian. Notice that then V(f) = ιVdf = ιV ιVω = 0 so that the (local)
flow generated by V leaves f invariant. (This is known as Noether’s theorem:
the infinitesimal symmetry V gives rise to a conserved quantity, namely f.)

(As the terminology indicates, this is the mathematical setting of classi-
cal Hamiltonian mechanics: one can show thatM is covered by charts of the
form (U;p1, . . . , pn, q1, . . . , qn) such that ω =

∑n
i=1 dpi ∧ dqi; such a chart

is said to be one of canonical coordinates. The function f could represent the
energy for instance.)

The moment map. Suppose (M,ω) is a connected symplectic manifold
and G is a Lie group acting on (M,ω) (by this we mean that G leaves ω
invariant). We get an associated linear map from g to the Lie algebra of
vector fields on M, simply denoted X 7→ XM. So XM,p is the image of X
under the derivative of g ∈ G 7→ gp ∈M at 1 ∈ G. Since the flow generated
by XM leavesω invariant, it follows from the preceding that ιXM

ω is closed.
Assume now that these vector fields are Hamiltonian: ιXM

ω = −dµX for
some function µX onM. We can then easily arrange that µX depends linearly
on X: just let X run over a basis of g and extend linearly. In that case the
map (X, p) ∈ g×M 7→ µX(p) defines a map µ : M→ g∗. It follows from the
definition that Dpµ : TpM → g∗ is (up to sign) the dual of the derivative of
the G-action g→ TpM, once we use ω to identify T∗pM with TpM.

Since µX is unique up to a constant, µ is unique up to addition of an
element in g∗. In caseG is compact, there is particular good choice however:
BothM and g∗ come with an action of G (the latter as the dual of the adjoint
representation) and hence G also acts on the space of maps E0(M)⊗g∗. This
action preserves the properties of the maps µ. So for any g ∈ G, gµ− µ is a
constant map. Now average µ over the compact group G with respect to a
Haar measure dvolG on G for which G has volume 1:

µ0 :=

∫
G

gµdvolG(g)

Then µ0 has the additional virtue of being G-invariant. This makes µ0
unique up to an element of g∗ that is invariant under the coadjoint action
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(which means it is zero in case G is semisimple). This makes µ0 a moment
map in the sense below.

DEFINITION 6.1. A moment map for the G-action is a differentiable map
µ : M → g∗ that is equivariant for the G-action on M and g∗ such that for
every X ∈ g, dµX = −ιXM

ω.

Given a moment map µ, then µ−1(0) is clearly a G-invariant subset.
Suppose that G acts almost freely on µ−1(0): there is an open-dense subset
U ⊂ µ−1(0) such that G acts freely on U. Then the orbit space G\µ−1(0)
contains the manifold U := G\U as an open-dense subset. We call the orbit
space G\µ−1(0) the symplectic reduction of (M,ω). It is often denoted by
G\\(M,ω) (or G\\M when ω is understood). In view of Proposition 6.2
below it is the type of orbit space that still lives in a symplectic category.

For p ∈ U consider the self-dual diagram

g
ρp−−−−→ TpM

Dpµ−−−−→ g∗

We are given that ρp : X ∈ g 7→ XM,p ∈ TpM is injective. Hence Dpµ :

TpM → g∗, being its dual, is surjective and has kernel ρp(g)⊥. The implicit
function theorem then implies that µ−1(0) (or equivalently, U) is a subman-
ifold near p of codimension equal to dimG with tangent space ker(Dpµ).
Since G leaves µ−1(0) invariant, the image of ρp lies in the kernel of Dpµ
and the quotient of the two, ρp(g)⊥/ρp(g) can be identified with the tan-
gent space Tp̄(GU) of G\U at the image p̄ in G\U of p. But as we have
seen earlier,ω induces on this quotient ρp(g)⊥/ρp(g) a symplectic form. We
conclude

PROPOSITION 6.2. If G acts almost freely on µ−1(0), then the symplectic
reduction of (M,ω) contains in a natural manner a symplectic manifold as an
open-dense subset.

EXAMPLE 6.3. We take M = Cn. If we write its coordinates zν = pν +√
−1qν, then ω :=

∑
ν pν ∧ qν makes M a symplectic manifold. We let

G := U(1) act on M by scalar multiplication. The standard generator of the
Lie algebra of U(1) defines in M the vector field

X :=
∑
ν

(
pν

∂

∂qν
− qν

∂

∂pν

)
.

Notice that −ιXω =
∑
ν(pνdpν + qνdqν). This is the differential of µ :=

2
∑
ν(p

2
ν + q2ν) + c, where c is any constant. It is clear that this µ is U(1)-

invariant and so may serve as moment map. If we take c < 0, then µ−1(c)
is the sphere of radius

√
−c and U(1) acts freely on that sphere. The orbit

space U(1)\µ−1(c) can be identified with complex projective space Pn−1. It
inherits a symplectic structure from Cn (which is in fact the imaginary part
of a well-known Kähler structure on Pn−1).
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7. Principal bundles over a surface

Here S is a closed connected oriented surface, G a compact Lie group
and P/S is a principal G-bundle over S. The space Conn(P) of G-connections
on P is an affine space with translation space E1(S,Ad(P)). We often think
of E1(S,Ad(P)) as the tangent space of Conn(P) at any of its points, so that
T∇ Conn(P) = E1(S,Ad(P)).

The pairing

(A,A ′) ∈ E1(S,Ad(P))2 7→ ω(A,A ′) :=

∫
S
B(A,A ′)

is clearly bilinear and antisymmetric. It is also nondegenerate: if A ∈
E1(S,Ad(P)) has the property that

∫
S B(A,A ′) = 0 for all A ′ ∈ E1(S,Ad(P)),

then a local computation shows that A = 0. So we have a symplectic mani-
fold (Conn(P),ω). The relevant group of symmetries here is not G, but the
gauge group Aut(P/M) whose Lie algebra is E0(S,Ad(P)). We shall show
that its moment map is given by the curvature integral.

LEMMA 7.1. Let ∇ ∈ Conn(P). Then the map

Lie(Aut(P/M)) ∼= E0(S,Ad(P))
∇−−−−→ E1(S,Ad(P)) ∼= T∇ Conn(P)

is precisely the derivative of the orbit map g ∈ Aut(P/M) 7→ g.∇.

PROOF. The group Aut(P/M) acts on Conn(P) as follows: if we are give
a local section e of P over an open U ⊂ S so that∇ is given by A ∈ E1(U)⊗g
and g|U is given by a map gU : U→ G, then

A ′ := Ad(g)A+ dgg−1 ∈ E1(U)⊗ g

defines g.∇ over U. For a first order infinitesimal deformation of gU with
tangent vector A1 ∈ E0(S)⊗ g, the corresponding first order deformation is
[A1, A] +dA1, which is just the image of A1 under covariant derivation. �

Let R : Conn(P)→ E2(S,Ad(P)) assign ∇ its curvature form ∇∇.

LEMMA 7.2. The total differential of the curvature map R is given by

dR∇(A) = −∇(A), A ∈ E1(S,Ad(P)) ∼= T∇ Conn(P).

PROOF. Put ∇t := ∇+ tA. Then

R(∇t)−R(∇) = ∇t∇t−∇∇ = t(A∇−∇A)+O(t2) = −t∇(A)+O(t2).

and the lemma follows. �

The pairing

(A0, A2) ∈ E0(S,Ad(P))× E2(S,Ad(P)) 7→ ω(A0, A2) =

∫
S
B(A0, A2)
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is nondegenerate (for the same reasons as ω is) so that E2(S,Ad(P)) em-
beds in the dual of E0(S,Ad(P)). Now if A0 ∈ E0(S,Ad(P)) and A1 ∈
E1(S,Ad(P)), then by the Leibniz rule

dB(A0, A1) = B(∇A0, A1) + B(A0,∇A1)

and so upon we integration we find that∫
S
B(∇A0, A1) =

∫
S
B(A0,−∇A1).

This shows that −∇ : E1(S,Ad(P)) → E2(S,Ad(P)) can be regarded as the
adjoint of ∇ : E0(S,Ad(P))→ E1(S,Ad(P)). If we combine this with Lemma
7.2 we also see that this equals the integral of B(A0, dR∇(A1)). If we take
into account how E2(S,Ad(P)) is regarded as a space of linear forms on
E0(S,Ad(P)) we find:

COROLLARY 7.3. The moment map of the Aut(P)-action on Conn(P) is the
curvature map R : Conn(P)→ E2(S,Ad(P)) (where the latter identified with a
subspace of the dual of E0(S,Ad(P)) ∼= Lie(Aut(P)).

PROOF. We checked all the defining properties, except that R is Aut(P)-
equivariant. But it is easy to show (and in fact rather clear a priori) that that
R(g.∇) = g.R(∇). �

We follow now the program of symplectic reduction. The space R−1(0)
is the space of flat connections on P/S.

If∇ is a flat connection on P/S, then its holonomy along an arc on S only
depends on the homotopy class of that arc. So if p ∈ S is some base point,
then the holonomy along any a ∈ π1(S, p) determines a map ρa : Pp → Pp
which commutes with the rightG action. If we choose e ∈ Pp, then ρa(eg) =
ρa(e)g and hence ρg is given by its effect on e. More precisely, if ρa(e) =
e.ga, then the isomorphism of G-spaces G ∼= Pp, g ∈ G 7→ eg ∈ Pp takes ρg
to left multiplication by ga ∈ G. In this manner, we get a map π1(S, p)→ G,
a 7→ ga, that is easily checked to be a group homomorphism. This group
homomorphism is not quite intrinsic to (P/S,∇) because it involved the
choice of p and e. If we keep p, but replace e by e ′, say, then e ′ = e.h

for some h ∈ G, then the new identification of Pp with G differs from the
old one by left translation by h−1. As a consquence, ga gets replaced by
h−1gah. So the homomorphism π1(S, p) → G is defined up to an inner
automorphism of G only. Changing p does not increase the ambiguity, for
this affects the homomorphism by an inner automorphism of π1(S, p) (say
by some b ∈ π1(S, p)), which is the same as conjugation by the image of b
in G.

We thus obtain a well-defined element of G\ Hom(π1(S, p), G), where G
acts by postcomposing with inner automorphisms. This element is a com-
plete invariant of the isomorphism type of the flat principal G-bundle. Any
element of Hom(π1(S, p), G) occurs this way: Let S̃→ Swith covering group
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π (so π is isomorphic to the fundamental group of S). Given any group ho-
momorphism ρ : π → G, then let π act on G by left translation: a ∈ π acts
on G by left translation by ρ(a). Now consider the diagonal action of π on
G × S̃. We pass to its orbit space, or rather, to the orbit space of the trivial
G-bundle G× S̃→ S̃ with its obvious flat connection: this yields a principal
G-bundle Pρ/S with flat connection.

Since we have a simple description of π1(S, p), there is a more explicit
description of the orbit space G\ Hom(π1(S, p), G). Recall that if g is the
genus of S, then π1(S, p) has generators a±1, . . . , a±g subject to the single
relation

(a1, a−1) · · · (ag, a−g) = 1,

where (a, b) stands for the commutator aba−1b−1. This clearly identifies
Hom(π1(S, p), G) with the set H(G, g) of (x±1, . . . , x±g) ∈ G2g satisfying
the above equation (x1, x−1) · · · (xg, x−g) = 1. This is a closed subset which
we must divide out by G acting on these (2g)-tuples by termwise inner au-
tomorphisms. The latter of course acts through the quotient by its center
Ḡ := G/Z(G) and that makes this action is faithful. This discussion clearly
shows that Ḡ\H(G, g) a compact Hausdorff space.

COROLLARY 7.4. The space Ḡ\H(G, g) can be identified with the space of
isomorphism classes of flat principal G-bundles over S.

Notice that we did not specify the underlying isomorphism type of P/S
(without connection). Indeed, Ḡ\H(G, g) will in general have several con-
nected components and this decomposition refines the partition by isomor-
phism type. It may happen that for a given isomorphism type the corre-
sponding union of connected components is empty (i.e., this bundle has no
flat connection: this happens for instance if G = U(1) and the bundle is
nontrivial). On the other hand, if G is simply connected, then, as we men-
tioned earlier, any principal G-bundle P/G is trivial and so there is only one
isomorphism type.

We need to divide out this space by the gauge group Aut(P). This means
that we consider the space of flat principal bundles with underlying bundle
isomorphic to P/S, up to isomorphism. Then such a bundle is obtained as
follows:

EXAMPLE 7.5. Let us do the very simple case G = U(1). Then G ia
abelian and so H(U(1), g) = U(1)2g. The more intrinsic way is to say that
any homomorphism π1(S, p) → U(1) factors through H1(S; Z) and so our
moduli space is simply Hom(H1(S,Z), U(1)) (this is also H1(S,Z)⊗ZU(1))).
It is a topological version of the jacobian of a Riemann surface. In this
case the moduli space comes with a commutative group structure. This
comes from the fact that two U(1)-principal bundles can be tensored to
yield another U(1)-principal bundle.

We shall now assume that G has finite center so that the Lie algebra of
G can be identified with that of Ḡ. We also suppose that the genus g of S
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is at least two. The reason for imposing this restriction is that then a1 and
a2 generate a free subgroup of π1(S, p) and so in H(G, g) we can take g1
and g2 arbitrary. On the other hand, it is known that for a general choice
of x1, x2 ∈ G the subgroup generated by these two elements is dense in G
and so the set of y ∈ G for which conjugation by y fixes both x1 and x2 is
reduced to the center of G. This implies that Ḡ acts freely on an open-dense
subset U of Hom(π(S, p), G).


